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TAPE DISPENSER 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

This invention relates to dispensers for tape or other 
ribbon like material. More particularly it relates to 
dispensers which include means for advancement of 
the dispensed material as well as integrally formed 
cut-off means. 
Various forms of resilient elastomeric tape are in 

common usage. One such tape is unsintered polytetra 
?uoroethylene tape sold under the trade-mark “Tef 
lon” by duPont de Nemours Company, Wilmington, 
Delaware. Such tape may be a fewthousandths of an 
inch in thickness. It is particularly suitable for sealing 
threaded joints of pipe or conduit. It posesses a very 
low modulus of elasticity and is difficult to tear or rip. 
Other forms of tape possessing similar characteristics 
include electrical and surgical tapes formed of polom 
eric hydrocarbons. 
Tape dispensers have been utilized in the past to 

dispense cut lengths of tape of the type described 
above. Examples of such prior dispensers are disclosed 
in U.S. Pat. Nos. 3,050,853; 3,067,514; 3,102,671; and 
3,470,781. 
In each of the above prior dispensers metal compo 

nents are utilized in the cutting mechanism which sev 
ers the tape strip. 

In some of the prior designs the metal cutting mecha 
nism attached to the tape dispenser is extremely com 
plicated and comprises a relatively expensive element. 
Because of the properties of the tape being severed, 
these cutting elements are substantially more involved 
than warranted for the purpose served. 

In others such as that shown in U.S. Pat. No. 
3,102,621 it is necessary that a razor sharp cutting edge 
be maintained to accomplish cutting of the tape strip. 
Once the edge is lost, the cutting mechanism is ineffec 
tive. 

It is the principal object of the present invention to 
provide an improved type of tape dispenser for tape of 
low elastic modulus which includes means for advance 
ment of the tape and which includes integrally formed 
shearing means to provide scissors-like shearing action 
to sever the tape strip. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

Very generally the present invention is directed to a 
tape container or dispenser for polymeric tape in strip 
form contained upon a roll. The dispenser includes a 
chamber defining housing and an advancement ar 
rangement adapted to operatively engage the tape strip 
to advance it out of the chamber upon manual manipu 
lation. The dispenser includes integrally formed cutting 
means de?ning cooperating cutting surfaces operable 
to provide an advancing point contact shearing action 
transversely across the strip to sever a length of tape 
from the stored supply. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 
FIG. 1 is a perspective view of a tape dispenser em 

bodying the principles of the present invention; 
FIG. 2 is a front elevational view partially broken 

away and partly in section of the tape dispenser of FIG. 
1; 
FIG. 3 is a top view of the tape dispenser of FIG. 1; 
FIG. 4 is a rear elevational view of the body portion 

of the tape dispenser of FIG. 1; 
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2 
FIG. 5 is a sectional view of the tape dispenser of 

FIG. 1 taken generally along lines 5—5 of FIG. 2; 
FIG. 6 is a top view of the body portion of the dis 

penser of FIG. 1; ' 
FIG. 7 is a perspective view of a roll of tape for the 

dispenser of FIG. 1. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

Referring now to the drawings there is illustrated a 
tape dispenser embodying the principles of the present 
invention. 

Speci?cally, and as seen in FIGS. 1 and 2, there is 
shown a tape dispenser 11 adapted to house a quantity 
of tape 13 in the form of a continuous strip rolled upon 
a spool 15. The tape 13 may be unsintered polytetra?u 
oroethylene or other elastomeric material of low elastic 
modulus. Such tape, due to its physical properties, is 
difficult to sever by tearing or ripping. 
The dispenser 11 includes an advancement arrange 

ment 17 operable to advance a strip of tape from the 
dispenser. It further includes a shearing mechanism 19 
integrally formed in the dispenser to effect severance of 
a strip of tape from the rolled supply. 
The dispenser 11 includes two separate elements, a 

body 21 and a cover 23 which are releasably connected 
to de?ne a tape receiving chamber 25. The cover is 
removable to replace the tape supply. These 'two ele 
ments 21 and 23 additionally include integrally formed 
components of the advancement arrangement 17 and 
shearing mechanism 19. 
Each of the body 21 and cover 23 are formed of a 

plastic material and may be molded by any suitable 
means. A material found to be satisfactory for use in 
these dispenser components is a polymeric elastomer 
sold by duPont under the trade-mark “Delrin". 
The body 21 de?nes a generally rectangular upper 

portion and a generally semi-circular bottom portion 
which conforms generally to the con?guration of the. 
tape roll 13. The body 21 is comprised of a planar back 
wall 27, an outer wall 29 extending normally of the 
back wall about the'periperhal edge of the back wall 
and a central spindle 31. The wall 27 extends slightly 
beyond the outer wall to form a ?ange 32. 
The spindle 31 includes a series of annular steps 33 

adjacent the back wall 27. The spool 15 is provided 
with cooperatively shaped annular reliefs 35 which 
cooperatively overly the steps 33. This relationship 
between the spindle 33 and spool 15 makes it necessary 
to insert replacement spools into the chamber 25 in 
only one direction. In this way unwinding of the tape 
from the spool in the most functionally advantageous 
manner is assured. 
The outer wall 29 includes a pair of oppositely dis 

posed inwardly directed locking tabs 37 which extend 
beyond the edge of the wall 29 a distance approxi 
mately equal to the thickness of the cover 23. These 
locking tabs engage the cover and retain it in place 
overlying the chamber25. The tabs 33 may be manu 
ally urged outwardly due to the ?exibility of the mate 
rial forming the body 21. The cover may then be re 
moved to insert another spool 15 of the tape. 
‘The cover 23 de?nes a generally planar wall having 
an annular inwardly directed ?ange which receives the 
spindle 51. It cooperates with the steps 33 toalign the 
tape spool 15 for proper feed of the tape strip to the 
advancement arrangement 17. The cover includes a 
pair of oppositely disposed reliefs 52 which receive the 
locking tabs 37. The cover further includes a peripheral 
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?ange 54 directed generally inwardly toward the flange 
32 of the back wall 27 and surrounding the free or open 
end of the outer wall 29. 
The interlocking of the spindle 31 within the ?ange 

51, the locking tabs 33 within the recesses 52 and the 
outer wall 29 within the surrounding ?ange 54 provides 
a rigid and durable container for storage of the tape 13. 
It is suf?ciently structurally sound to serve as a dispens 
ing tool for manual dispensing of the tape. It is further 
sufficiently rugged to be utilized in combination with a 
tape applicator tool to comprise a dispensing and appli 
cation tool to apply tape onto the threads of pipe or 
conduit. Such combination is particularly shown and 
described in copending application for United States 
letter patent Serial No. entitled HAND OPERATED 
TAPE WRAPPER and ?led contemporaneously here 
with. 

In accordance with the principles of the present in 
vention, the body portion 21 and cover 23 of the tape 
dispenser form components of the tape advancement 
arrangement 17 and integrally formed shearing mecha 
nism 19. 
As best seen in FIGS. 2 and 6, the body portion 21 

includes an integrally formed guide plate 57 cantilev 
ered from the back wall 27. It is connected to the back 
wall by a web 57 adjacent one end of the guide plate. 
The remainder of the guide plate is spaced from the 
back wall and de?nes a gap 61. 
The end of the guide plate 57 connected by web 59 

terminates in space relation to the outer wall to de?ne 
a space 63 for passage of the tape from the chamber 25. 
The tape passes along the upper surface of the guide 
plate toward the opposite end of the chamber and 
toward the shearing mechanism 19. 
The opposite end of the guide plate 57 terminates in 

closely spaced relation to the adjacent portion of the 
outer wall 29. [n this way the guide plate is available to 
guide the tape strip 13 into operative relationship with 
the shearing mechanism 19 without interfering with the 
shearing function. 
The cantilevered support of the guide plate 57 and 

the natural ?exibility of the plastic material utilized in 
making the dispenser l1 permits a certain degree of 
?exing of the guide plate. This ?exing movement is 
necessary to both the dispensing and severing functions 
as will be appreciated. 
The cover 23 includes an integrally formed actuator 

65 which is positioned in overly relation to the guide 
plate 57 when the dispenser is in an assembled condi 
tion. It generally defines the top wall of the dispenser 
and effectively completes the enclosure for the tape 
supply 13. Manipulation of the actuator 65 accom 
plishes operation ‘of the shearing mechanism 19 to 
sever a length of tape from the stored quantity 13. 
The actuator 65 is connected to the cover member 

23 by a web 67 adjacent the end of the actuator 65 
overlying the space 63 which accommodates passage of 
the tape 17 from the chamber 25. The remainder of the 
actuator de?nes with the cover a gap 69 generally op 
posite the gap 61 between the guide plate 57 and back 
wall 27. The ?exibility of the material and the cantilev 
ered connection of the actuator 65 to the cover 23 
permits limited ?exing movement upon manipulation 
of the actuator. This action accomplishes operation of 
the shearing mechanism 19. 
The tape strip 13 extends between the guide plate 57 

and actuator 65 with its free ‘end guided toward the 
shearing mechanism 19. Each of the guide plate and 
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actuator includes a generally “L” shaped cross section 
as best seen in FIG. 5. 
These two components when positioned in overlying 

relation define a tape slot 71 having a height and width 
slightly greater than the thickness and width of the tape 
13. This assures free passage of the tape between the 
guide plate 57 and actuator 65. 
Adjacent the free end of the actuator there is pro 

vided an enlarged pad 72 adapted to receive thumb 
pressure during manual operation of the shearing 
mechanism 19. In use, the dispenser is held in the palm 
of the hand. The pad 72 is conveniently located for 
application of pressure upon an angled surface 74 by 
use of the thumb. 
The transverse cross section of the pad 72, best seen 

in FIG. 5, is such that the pad presents an elevated 
rounded contour adjacent the back wall 27 and a de 
pressed relatively sharp comer adjacent the cover 23. 
This construction insures that the user will initiate op 
eration of the shearing mechanism 19 by depression of 
the actuator by application of force against the portion 
of the pad adjacent the back wall 27. As will be ex 
plained this asymetrical application of force assists in 
the accomplishment of scissors-like shearing action of 
the shearing mechanism 19. 
Depression of the actuator 65 by application of force 

upon the pad 72 causes the cantilevered ends of the 
actuator 65 and guide plate 57 to move inwardly of the 
chamber 25 toward thespool 15. To prevent excessive 
?exure and possible breakage of either the guide plate 
or actuator, stop pins 76 are provided. These pins limit 
inward movement of the guide plate and actuator. 
The actuator 65 includes a cavity 73 formed in the 

pad 72. The cavity 73 is open to the outer angled sur 
face 74 and also to the tape slot 71. 
A rotatable advancement knob 75 is disposed within 

the cavity 73. It includes oppositely extending stub 
shafts 77 and an enlarged central knurled portion 79. 
The stub shafts are loosely and ratatably supported 
within the cavity by tabs 81. The enlarged knurled 
portion is exposed to the exterior of the dispenser at the 
opening in the actuator 65 and is exposed for coation 
with the tape 13 at the tape slot 71. Manual rotation of 
the knurled advancement knob 75 in the clockwise 
direction, as seen in FIG. 2, cuases the knurls to engage 
the tape strip 13 and advance the strip out beyond the 
end of the guide plate and out of the dispenser. The 
looseness of the support provided for retention of the 
knob 75 within the cavity 73 provides for some vertical 
movement. Therefore when not depressed against the 
tape 13 by thumb pressure the knob exerts little or no 
force upon the tape strip. Once the free end of the tape 
is advanced out of the dispenser at the shearing mecha 
nism 19, further advancement can be accomplished by 
manually pulling the tape. The knob will shift vertically 
in the cavity to preclude interference with the tape. 
The shearing mechanism 19 includes a sharp shear 

ing edge surface 83 formed on the actuator 65 and a 
sharp shearing edge surface 85 formed on the adjacent 
portion of the outer wall 29. These edge surfaces are 
disposed generally perpendicularly to each other and 
when in their free or normal position de?ne an opening 
87 through which the tape 13 extends from the dis 
penser 11. - 

The sharp shearing edge surface 83 on the free end of 
the actuator 65 is formed slightly obliquely and conse 
quently overlies the edge surface 85 only slightly adja 
cent the back wall 27 and almost completely, adjacent 
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the' cover1'23. (See ‘FIG. 3)'The sharp'shearing edge 
surface 85 formed on the end of the outer wall isalso 
formed obliquely.‘ The‘ opening ‘87 is‘ progressively 
larger as viewed in FIG. 1 in a direction from the back 
wall27tothe-cover23. ' - ~~ . 

A portion of the‘ outer wall 29- adjacent the ‘sharp 
shearing edgesu'rface is‘unsupported to-allow limited 
?exure during operation of‘the shearing mechanism 19. 
As seen in FIG. 1; the peripheral ?ange154 of the cover 
23 terminates intermediate the recess 52 and therect 
angular edge of ‘the cover to form cutaway‘ 95. As seen 
in FIG. 4, a similar cutaway 97 is provided in the back 
wall 29 adjacent the sharp sh'earing edgesurface .85. - 
The portion of the outer walllwhich is‘- unsupported is 
free to ?ex ‘upondepre'ssion ‘of the actuator ‘65. 
As best seen in‘ FIGS. '2 and 4‘,‘the outer wall 29 is 

provided with a retainer which extends from the sharp 
shearing edge surface 85 and surrounds a portion of the 
sharp shearing edge surface 83 of the actuator 65‘adja 
centthe back wall_ 27. The retainer de?nes a stop tab 
91 ‘which limits upward movement ofv the actuator 65. 
This relationship precludes accidental ?exing vof the 
actuator in a direction ‘away from the guide plate‘ 27 
which might cau‘s‘e breakage ‘of the' actuator. It addi 
tionally maintains the sharp shearing edge'surfaces 83 
and 85 in operative relation to effect a scissors-like 
shearing action transversely acres the tape‘ strip upon 
depression of the actuator 65." ‘ i ' ‘I 
The retainer 89 'includes'an ‘angled cam'tsurface '93 

shown in FIGS. 2 and 4. When the body 21 ‘and 'cover 
23 are assembled the; sharp shearing edge sur'face"_83 ‘of 
the actuator 65 overlies vthis cam surface. Depression'of 
the actuator 65 causes‘ the sharp shearing’edge surface 
83 to exert a carnrningforce against the cam surface 
93. This causes ?exure of the unsupported vportion of 
the outer wall. 89 away. from the sharp shearing edge 
surface 83. This initiates a restoring'force which tends 
to urge the vtwo sharp shearing edge "surfaces into 
contact. I, I E." .1 '_ , " 

Continued depression of the actuator 65 brings the 
sharp shearing edge surface 83 and, 85. into point 
contact immediately adjacent. the retainer 89. This 
point contact is also immediately adjacent one longitu 
dinal edge of the tape strip 13. Further depression of 
the actuator 65 causes the point contact between the 
sharp shearing edge surfaces 83 and 85 to progress 
across the surfaces toward the cover 23. It also causes 
further ?exure of the unsupported portion of the outer 
wall away from the descending sharp edge surface 83 of 
the actuator 65 progressively increasing the force 
which maintains the surface 83 and 85 in point contact. 
This progression causes a scissors-like shearing action 
across the tape 13 and affects severance of a length of 
tape from the stored quantity. Excessive depression of 
the actuator is precluded by contact of the guide plate 
57 with the stop pins 76. 
Upon release of the actuator, the ?exible nature'of 

the material forming the body 27 and cover 23 cause 
the actuator and guide plate to return to their initial 
neutral positions. Similarly, as the point contact of the 
sharp shearing edge surfaces 83 and 85 progresses 
toward the retainer 89 the unsupported outer wall por 
tion ?exes back to its initial position. The portion of the 
sharp shearing edge surface 83 adjacent the back wall 
29 rests in the retainer 89 in overlying relation to the 
cam surface 93 and the forces causing ?exure of the 
unsupported portion of the outer wall are relieved. The 
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6 
shearing mechanism 19 again de?nes an opening 87 for 
subsequent dispensing of tape. .' ' a 
With the above relationship between the camming 

surface 93 and sharp shearing edge surface ‘83',’ initial 
?exing of the unsupported portion of vthe outer wall is 
initiatedprior to point contact between the shearing 
edge surfaces. Thus a biasing force‘urging the'two sur 
faces into contact is established prior to initial shearing 
of the tape. Similarly when not in use, the position of 
the'sharp shearing edge surface 83 in the retainer 93 
relieves allforces acting to ?ex the unsupported wall 
away from the shearing edge surface ‘83. Thus there is 
no‘tendency of the wall to lose its resilence ‘due to 
“permanent set” caused by constant application of a 
?exing vforce. ' ' 1 " " ' ' ' ' ‘ ~ > 

The guide plate 57 is formed such that upon assembly 
of the cover 23 and body 21 theactuator is urged in a 
direction toward the stop tab 91 of the retainer'89. This 
biasing of the actuator 65 insures return of the compo 
nents of- the shearing mechanism 19 to the ready posi 
tion upon’c‘ompletion of shearing action. Also the guide 
plate 57 is positioned with respect to the sharp shearing 
edge surface 85 formed on'the unsupported outer wall 
29 such that the tape 'slot 71 is in alignment with the 
opening‘ 87.'This ‘allows free egress of the end'of the 
tape 13 upon manipulation of the knurled advance 
ment knob 79. 1 ~ ' ‘ 

~It should also be noted that the tape 13 is wound 
upon the spool 15 in one direction and that-it is gener 
ally doubled back in the opposite direction it passes 
through the space 63 and along the tapeslot ‘71. It is 
contemplated that this arrangement will take advan 
tage of the natural tendency of the tape to “cur” or 
return to its wound position. This “memory,” or natural 
elasticity of the tape will insure-that thefree end of the 
taper strip will travel along the under surface of the 
actuator 65.and outthe opening 87. It will oppose any 
tendency of the tape end to pass between the free end . 
of guide plate 57 and outer wall29. _ e I 
Various features of the present invention havelbeen 

particularly shown‘and described in connection with 
the illustratedembodiments. However, it must bevun 
derstood that various modifications may be made with 
out departing from the spirit and scope of the inven 
tion. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A dispenser for shearable material comprising: 
a chamber de?ning housing for receiving a quantity 
of material in the form of a rolled strip, said hous 
ing including means de?ning an opening to allow 
egress of the material from the chamber; 

advancement means operable to advance the strip of 
material out of said chamber through the opening; 
and 

a shearing mechanism integrally formed on said 
housing said shearing mechanism including a pair 
of sharp shearing edge surfaces disposed to receive 
the strip material therebetween and being movable 
to produce point contact between said sharp shear 
ing edge surfaces progressively thereacross to ef 
fect shearing of ‘the interposed strip of material. 

2. A dispenser as claimed in claim 1 wherein: 
said advancement means includes, 
a guide plate to support a portion of the strip mate 

rial; and _ 
a rotatable knob supported by said housing in overly 

ing relation to the guide plate and the strip of mate 
rial, said knob being actuable to engage the strip of 
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material and effect advancement of the material 
out of the opening in said housing. 

3. A dispenser as claimed in claim 1 wherein: 
said housing includes a body and a removable cover; 
said body includes a spindle to rotatably support a 

quantity of strip material wound upon a spool; 
said body includes an outer wall having a pair of 
oppositely disposed locking tabs to releasably en 
gage said cover to retain said cover on said body 

and wherein; . 
said cover de?nes an annular inwardly directed 
?ange, said spindle of said body being disposed 
therein; 

said cover further includes a peripheral ?ange coop 
eratively engaging said outer wall of said body. 

4. A dispenser as claimed in claim 1: 
wherein said housing includes an integrally formed 
actuator having an end de?ning one of said sharp 
shearing edge surfaces said actuator being ?exible 
and operable to effect said progressing point 
contact of said shearing edge surfaces. 

5. A dispenser as claimed in claim 4 wherein: 
said housing includes an unsupported wall portion 
de?ning said other of said sharp shearing edge 
surfaces; 

said unsupported wall portion being ?exible upon 
operation of said actuator to provide a biasing 
force urging said sharp shearing edge surfaces into 
said progressive point contact. 

6. A dispenser as claimed in claim 5 wherein: 
said unsupported wall portion includes a cam sur 

face; . 

said sharp shearing edge surface of said actuator 
being disposed vto engage said cam surface to ?ex 
said unsupported wall prior to establishment of said 
point contact between said sharp shearing edge 
surfaces to initiate ‘said biasing force to urge said 
sharp shearing edge surfaces into said point 
‘contact. 

7. A dispenser as claimed in claim 6 wherein: 
said sharp shearing edge surfaces are disposed gener 

ally at 90° to each other; 
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the sharp shearing edge surfaces of said actuator 
being formed obliquely to overly said sharp shear 
ing edge surface of said unsupported portion of 
said wall a progressively‘ increasing amount in a 
direction away from said cam surface. 

8. A dispenser as claimed in claim 7 wherein: 
said sharp shearing edge surface of said unsupported 

wall portion is formed, obliquely to de?ne with said 
end of said actuator forming said other of said 
sharp shearing edge surfaces an opening of pro 
gressively increasing size in a direction away from 
said cam surface. 

9. A dispenser as claimed in claim 5 wherein: 
said housing includes-a body and a removable cover; 
said body includes a tape guide cantilevered thereon 

for guiding the strip material to said opening; 
said actuator being cantilevered ‘from said cover in 

overlying relation to said tape guide and having an 
advancement means supported therein; 

said advancement means being operable to engage 
strip material and advance said material out of said 
opening; , _ 

operation of said actuator causing ?exure of said tape 
guide during said progressive point contact of said 
sharp shearing edge surfaces, release thereof allow 
ing said ?exed tape guide to return to its original 
position to allow subsequent advancement of the 
strip material from said opening. 

10. A dispenser as claimed in claim 9 wherein said 
unsupported wall portion includes: 
a cam surface; , 

said sharp shearing edge surface of said actuator 
being disposed to engage said cam surface to ?ex 
said unsupported wall prior to establishment of said 
point contact between said sharp shearing edge 
surfaces to initiate said biasing force to urge said 
sharp shearing edge surfaces into said point 
contact; and v 

said unsupported wall further de?ning a retainer 
limiting movement of said actuator and said tape 
guide in a direction away from said unsupported 
wall portion. 

* ii I.‘ * Ill 


